Several tasks in argumentation mining and debating, question-answering, and natural language inference involve classifying a sequence in the context of another sequence (referred as bisequence classification). For several single sequence classification tasks, the current state-ofthe-art approaches are based on recurrent and convolutional neural networks. On the other hand, for bi-sequence classification problems, there is not much understanding as to the best deep learning architecture. In this paper, we attempt to get an understanding of this category of problems by extensive empirical evaluation of 19 different deep learning architectures (specifically on different ways of handling context) for various problems originating in natural language processing like debating, textual entailment and question-answering. Following the empirical evaluation, we offer our insights and conclusions regarding the architectures we have considered. We also establish the first deep learning baselines for three argumentation mining tasks.
Introduction
Argumentation mining is a relatively new challenge in corpus-based discourse analysis that involves automatically identifying argumentative structures within a corpus. Many tasks in argumentation mining (Lippi and Torroni, 2015a) and debating technologies involve categorizing a sequence in the context of another sequence. For example, in context dependent claim detection , given a sentence, one task is to identify whether the sentence contains a claim relevant to a particular debatable topic (generally given as a context sentence). Similarly in context dependent evidence detection (Rinott et al., 2015) , given a sequence (possibly multiple sentences), one task is to detect if the sequence contains an evidence relevant to a particular topic. We refer to such class of problems in computational argumentation as bi-sequence classification problems-given two sequences s and c we want to predict the label for the target sequence s in the context of another sequence c 1 . Apart from the debating tasks, several other natural language inference tasks fall under the same paradigm of having a pair of sequences. For example, recognizing textual entailment (Bowman et al., 2015) , where the task is to predict if the meaning of a sentence can be inferred from the meaning of another sentence. Another class of problems originated from question-answering systems also known as answer selection, where given a question, a candidate answer needs to be classified as an answer to the question at hand or not.
Recently, deep learning approaches have obtained very high performance across many different natural language processing tasks. These models can often be trained in an end-to-end fashion and do not require traditional, task-specific feature engineering. For many single sequence classification tasks, the state-ofthe-art approaches are based on recurrent neural networks (RNN variants like Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) ) and convolution neural network based models (CNN) (Kim, 2014) . Whereas for bi-sequence classification, the context sentence c has to be explicitly taken into account when performing the classification for the This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 1 In this paper, we shall ignore the subtle distinction between sentence and sequence and both will mean just a text segment composed of words.
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target sentence s. The context can be incorporated into the RNN and CNN based models in various ways. However there is not much understanding in current literature as to the best way to handle context in these deep learning based models. In this paper, we empirically evaluate(see Section 4) the performance of five different ways of handling context in conjunction with target sentence(see Section 3) for multiple bi-sequence classification tasks(see Section 2) using architectures composed of RNNs and(/or) CNNs.
In a nutshell, this paper makes the two major novel contributions:
1. We establish the first deep learning based baselines for three bi-sequence classification tasks relevant to argumentation mining with zero feature engineering.
2. We empirically compare the performance of several ways handling context for bi-sequence classification problems in RNN and CNN based models. While some of these variants are used in various other tasks, there has been no formal comparison of different variants and this is the first attempt to actually list all the variants and compare them on several publicly available benchmark datasets.
Bi-Sequence classification tasks
In this section, we will briefly mention the various bi-sequence tasks of interest in the literature of argumentation mining and in the broader natural language inference domain.
Argumentation Mining
We mainly consider two prominent tasks in argumentation mining, namely, detecting the claims and evidences (Rinott et al., 2015) , within a given corpus, which are related to a prespecified topic. These two tasks together helps to automatically construct persuasive arguments out of a given corpora. We will define the following four concepts: Motion -The topic under debate, typically a short phrase that frames the discussion. Claim -A general, typically concise statement that directly supports or contests the motion. Motion text -A document/article/discourse that contain claims with high probability. Evidence -A set of statements that directly supports the claim for a given motion.
Context Dependent Claim Detection (CDCD)
Given a sentence in a motion text the task is to identify whether the sentence contains a claim relevant to the motion or not. This is the claim sentence task introduced by . For example, each of the following sentences includes a claim, marked in italic, for the motion topic in brackets.
1. (the sale of violent video games to minors) Recent research has suggested that some violent video games may actually have a pro-social effect in some contexts, for example, team play.
2. (the right to bear arms) Some gun control organizations say that increased gun ownership leads to higher levels of crime, suicide and other negative outcomes.
Context Dependent Evidence Detection (CDED)
Given a segment in a motion text the task is to identify whether the segment contains an evidence relevant to the motion or not (Rinott et al., 2015) . We consider evidences of two types in this paper, Study and Expert. Evidences of type study are generally results of a quantitative analysis of data given as numbers, or as conclusions. The following are two examples for study evidence relevant to the motion topic in brackets.
• (the sale of violent video games to minors) A 2001 study found that exposure to violent video games causes at least a temporary increase in aggression and that this exposure correlates with aggression in the real world.
• (the right to bear arms) In the South region where there is the highest number of legal guns per citizen only 59% of all murders were caused by firearms in contrast to 70% in the Northeast where there is the lowest number of legal firearms per citizen.
Evidence of type expert is a testimony by a person/group/commitee/organization with some known expertise/authority on the topic. The following are two examples for expert evidence relevant to the motion topic in brackets.
1. (the sale of violent video games to minors) This was also the conclusion of a meta-analysis by psychologist Jonathan Freedman, who reviewed over 200 published studies and found that the majority did not find a causal link.
2. (the right to bear arms) University of Chicago economist Steven Levitt argues that available data indicate that neither stricter gun control laws nor more liberal concealed carry laws have had any significant effect on the decline in crime in the 1990s.
Textual Entailment (TE)
This task (Bowman et al., 2015) corresponds to a multiclass setting, where given a pair of sentences (premise and hypothesis), the task is to identify whether one of them (premise) entails, contradicts or is neutral with respect to the other sentence (hypothesis). Unlike the other debating tasks seen previously, we cannot call these pair of sentences as context and target as these are more symmetric in nature. Typical examples 2 are the following (premise followed by hypothesis):
• Entailment: A soccer game with multiple males playing -Some men are playing a sport.
• Contradiction: A black race car starts up in front of a crowd of people -A man is driving down a lonely road.
• Neutral: A smiling costumed woman is holding an umbrella -A happy woman in a fairy costume holds an umbrella.
Answer Selection for Questions
Question Answering (QA) System is a natural extension to the traditional commercial search engines as it is concerned with fetching answers to natural language queries and returning the information accurately in natural human language. A QA system can be either closed-domain or open-domain, the former being restricted to a particular domain while the latter is not. Answer sentence selection is a crucial subtask of the open-domain question answering problem, with the goal of extracting answers from a set of preselected sentences (Yang et al., 2015) . This is again bi-sequence classification task where the pair of sequences being a question and a candidate answer to be selected.
3 Deep Learning models for sequence pairs
All the tasks described in the previous section can be formulated as bi-sequence classification problems where we have to predict the label for the given pair of sequences. For simpler single sequence text classification tasks, RNN or CNN based architectures have become standard baselines. In this section, we will briefly introduce RNN and CNN and then subsequently describe RNN and CNN based architectures for bi-sequence classification tasks. Specifically, we talk about five different ways of handling context along with the target sentence.
Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW)
One of the simplest forms of sequence representation is the CBOW model, where every word in the sequence produces some word embedding (say, based on word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) ) and the average of the word embedding vectors over the words produces the representation of the sequence. As is evident, this form of representation totally disregards the word order of the sequence.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
The RNN model provides a framework for conditioning on the entire history of the sequence without resorting to the Markov assumption traditionally used for modelling sequences. Unlike CBOW, RNNs encode arbitrary length sequences as fixed size vectors without disregarding the word order.
Given an ordered list of n input vectors x 1 , ..., x n and an initial state vector s 0 , a RNN generates an ordered list of n state vectors s 0 , ..., s n and an ordered list of n output vectors y 1 , ..., y n , that is, RN N (s 0 , x 1 , ..., x n ) = s 1 , ..., s n , y 1 , ..., y n . The input vectors x i (which corresponds to a fixed dimensional representation for each word in the sequence) are presented to the RNN in a sequential fashion and s i represents the state of the RNN after observing the inputs x 1 , ..., x i . The output vector y i is a function of the corresponding state vector s i and is then used for further prediction. An RNN is given by the following update equations:
The recursively defined function R takes as input the previous state vector s i−1 and the current input vector x i ∈ R dx and results in an updated state vector s i ∈ R ds . An additional function O maps the state vector s i to an output vector y i ∈ R dy . Different instantiations of R and O will result in the different network structures (Simple RNN, LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) , GRU (Cho et al., 2014) , etc.). The final state vector s n can be thought of as encoding the entire input sequence into a fixed size vector, which can be passed to a softmax layer to produce class probabilities.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
CNNs are built on the premise of locality and parameter sharing which has proven to produce very effective feature representation for images. Following the groundbreaking work by Kim (2014) , there has been a lot of interest shown by the text community towards applying CNNs for modelling text representation.
As in case of RNNs defined above, an n-word sentence consists of embedding vectors x 1 , ..., x n ∈ R dx , one for each word in the sentence. Let x i:i+j denote the concatenation of words x i , x i+1 , ..., x i+j . A convolution operation defined by a non-linear function f applies a filter w ∈ R hdx to a window of h words to produce a single feature value as given below:
In the next step, max-pooling is applied which essentially produces a single feature valueĉ = max{c}, corresponding to one filter that has been used. The model can have multiple feature values, one for each applied filter, thus producing a feature representation for the input sentence, which can again be passed to a softmax layer to produce class probabilities.
Bi-Sequence RNN models
For bi-sequence classification tasks we use two RNNs, one RNN to encode the context sentence (context RNN) and another separate RNN encode the target sentence (target RNN). We define the following five different variants of combining these two RNNs for bi-sequence classification tasks (see Figure 1 for illustration of these variants).
1. conditional-state: The final state of the context RNN is fed as the initial state of the target RNN. This way of handling context for RNNs has been previously used in conversational systems (Vinyals and Le, 2015) , image description and image question answering (Ren et al., 2015) systems.
conditional-input:
The final state of the context RNN is fed as auxiliary input (concatenated with every input) for the target RNN. This way of handling context has been previously used in machine translation tasks (Sutskever et al., 2014) .
3. conditional-state-input: The final state of the context RNN is fed as the initial state of the target RNN and also fed as input for target RNN concatenated with every input.
concat:
The final states of both the context and the target RNN are concatenated and then fed to a softmax layer for the label prediction.
bi-linear:
The final states of both the context and the target RNN are combined using a bi-linear form (x Wy) with a softmax function for the final prediction. There are different W for different classes under consideration.
From here on, we would refer to architecture types 1, 2 and 3 as conditional variants while the others will be addressed as is. In addition, we consider another baseline variant concat-sentence, in which we concatenate the context and the sentence with a special separator token and feed the entire concatenated sequence to a single RNN. For all these variants we use a common embedding layer. Also note that the conditional variants require a common RNN size for both the context and the target RNNs. Even though that restriction is not there for other variants, we choose the same RNN size anyways for convenience. 
Bi-Sequence model variants
In this paper, we consider multiple ways of extending the bi-sequence architectures mentioned in section 3.4, by replacing RNN with CBOW or CNN either for context or target or both. For the variations concat and bi-linear (see Fig. 2(a) ), we have considered CBOW, RNN and CNN for context representation whereas we have RNN and CNN for target representation. In tasks where context has very few words (say debating tasks or question-answering), a simple representation like CBOW may work for context. However, we haven't considered modelling target using CBOW as targets are usually of larger length. For the conditional variants (see Fig. 2(b) ), we haven't considered CBOW due to their limited modelling capacity and there is no softmax layer directly on top of context representation to compensate for it (even though softmax is only on top of target RNN). Moreover, target can only be RNN as there is no concept of hidden state for CNNs. Hence, we use CNN and RNN for context whereas RNN for target. In addition, we consider the concat-sentence (mentioned in section 3.4) as a baseline. This leads to 19 architectures for empirical comparison (12 from Fig. 2 (a) and 6 from Fig. 2(b) and the baseline).
Experiments
We have carried out extensive evaluation of the above architecture variants over a wide range of datasets related to argumentation mining as well as datasets appealing to the larger natural language community like textual entailment and question answering data. We consider data with class imbalance problem as well as balanced and we do not restrict ourselves to binary classification by working with multiclass dataset as well. As can be found in the Table 1 , we consider the following tasks related to the domain of argumentation mining , which is available here 3 :
• Claim Sentence : This is the dataset for the CDCD task defined in section 2.1.1. This is the current benchmark dataset for the Claim Detection task. There are a total 47183 canditate claims distributed among 33 motions.
• EXPERT Evidence : This is corresponding to the CDED task defined in section 2.1.2 for evidence type EXPERT. There are 56985 labelled candidates for 57 different motion topics.
• STUDY Evidence : For evidence type STUDY, the dataset consists of 33534 labelled candidates for 49 motion topics. Table 1 summarizes all of the datasets above. Interesting point to be noted here is that all the datasets above have very low number of positives and the architectures we are evaluating need to be resilient to the class imbalance problem for these datasets. Other than the debating datasets listed above, we also consider two datasets related to more popular problems in the natural language processing community: Bowman et al., 2015) :This dataset consist of around 500K instances evenly distributed across all three classes. So, here we have a multiclass problem in a balanced setting.
• WikiQA 5 (Yang et al., 2015) : There are around 29K labelled question/answer pairs at our disposal. 
Experimental Setup
For each of the architectures mentioned in section 3.5, we choose the best configuration of hyperparameters based on the validation portion of the particular dataset (For Claim and Evidence datasets, we consider a train:valid:test split of 60:10:30 while for the TE and WikiQA datasets we consider their corresponding given split). Performance of the best performing configuration for every architecture is reported on the test data using the appropriate metric. As the claim and expert and study Evidences had similar data characteristics (in terms of data size and context and target lengths), we did extensive hyperparam tuning only on the claim dataset and applied the best configurations without further tuning to the expert and study datasets. Exhaustive hyperparam tuning was done on the TE dataset as well because its data characteristics are very different from other datasets.
In addition to reporting the test metrics for argumentation datasets, we carried out Leave-OneOut(leaving one motion out for testing) Mode training and evaluation which is more appropriate for this problem setting as it is crucial that we generalize well to totally unseen motion topics. In this case, we report the macro-average metrics over all motions.
Hyperparameter Tuning
Considering the number of variations of combinations of architectures we have considered, we have a huge hyperparameter space to deal with. Hence, we decided to fix insignificant hyperparameters and focus only on the relevant ones. We have decided to use word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) pretrained models for initializing the word embeddings across CBOW, CNN and RNNs and made them trainable specific to task at hand. In addition we have found through minimal tuning that the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimizer seems to work best. We have also found that a learning rate of 0.001 works best in most scenarios except when the parameter space in some architectures (for ex, bi-linear) is large, in which case lower learning rates of 0.0001 or 0.00001 worked well. Rather than tuning the maximum sequence length for context and target sentence, we tried to fix it by getting reasonable values by plotting histogram of sequence lengths and had a cut-off at around 98-99 percentile. The max lengths turned out to be 14 for context and 60 for target for Claim, Evidence and WikiQA datasets while for textual entailment, they turned out to be 30 in both due to the symmetrical nature between premise and hypothesis. We tuned the following hyperparameters: For every architecture type, we carried out the optimization of the relevant hyperparams from the above list over the whole grid. One point to note is that for certain architectures like conditional-state, as output of context is fed in to the hidden state of target RNN, there are some restrictions in the allowable context RNN/CNN hyperparam configurations based on the target RNN settings as the output dimension of the context RNN/CNN needs to match the hidden state dimension of the target RNN.
Evaluation Metrics
For the datasets Claim, Expert, Study Evidence and WikiQA datasets, we have used standard evaluation measures like Average Precision (Area under Precision Recall Curve) and AUC to choose best hyperparam configurations based on validation data as well as report test metrics. For argument mining specific tasks, we have reported other additional metrics like P@200, R@200, F1@200, P@50, R@50 and F1@50 in addition to reporting AUC and Average Precision. Please note for leave-one-out mode, the reported metrics are macro-average over all motion topics. For Textual entailment, since it is a more balanced dataset, reporting valid and test accuracies are standard in the literature and we have done the same. Table 7 : Numbers in Leave-One-Motion-Out mode for all three debating tasks using our approach.
Results and Discussion
Tables 3 and 4 report the two top ranking architectures for four datasets based on Test AUC and Test Avg Precision. We find that Concat is the winning architecture variant across majority of the datasets considered. Moreover, the runner-up architecture type Conditional-State-Input is also similar to 'Concat' in the sense that concatenation of context representation is done at the input of the sentence RNN. Now the four datasets we considered are asymmetric in nature as there are significantly fewer contexts (motions or questions) than the targets. Hence the context model does not see enough data for learning and hence, if the learnt context model is fed directly to the hidden state of the target RNN, the improperly learnt context model can play a big role. In contrast if a Concat kind of architecture is used, the linear plus softmax layer can decide on how much importance to give to the context model. Hence, Concat is doing better in this case. From Textual entailment dataset(which is symmetric in nature), we found that conditional type of architectures are doing better at the Test accuracies. In fact, the winning architecture was ConditionalState with RNN-RNN combo, which did better in terms of test accuracy than the feature based models (Bowman et al., 2015) and one tree-based model (Mou et al., 2016) . However, it came close to the stateof-the-art attention based model (Parikh et al., 2016) . In our work we are empirically evaluating simple architectures for bisequence classification without using more sophisticated tree-based or attention-based models. It is possible that adding attention on top of this will improve the results further.
The bi-linear model, is supposed to capture the interaction between the context and target reps via a quadratic form (section 3.4). For the asymmetric datasets, this is not doing well again due to insufficient data for context. Whereas, it does well for the TE data. However, due to the huge parameter space for bi-linear, training times are considerably higher and requires lower learning rate than other architecture types. The runtimes are comparable for the other architecture variants.
From Table 6 , the main takeaway is that we are the only deep learning based method with zero feature engineering and we have come very close to the state-of-the-art systems and (Lippi and Torroni, 2015b) , which are heavily feature-engineered. Here again the winner is a 'Concat' based combination of architecture. Moreover, Tables 6 and 7 are the first deep learning zero feature engineered baselines for all argument mining datasets. Appendix A contains the details of the exhaustive experiments on all architectures on the different datasets in terms of the best hyperparameters used.
Conclusion
In this work, we have considered taking up multiple architectures for bisequence classification tasks, for which not much understanding is there in the current literature. In addition to suggesting winning architecture recipes for different kinds of datasets, we have established deep learning based baselines for argument mining tasks with zero feature engineering. As future work, it remains to be seen how adding attention on top of winning simple architectures fare in terms of benchmark performance.
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